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\iint_R{(y-y^2)(-6y)} &=
\iint_R{ -6yy}\cdot
-y\,dx\,dy \\ &=
-\iint_R{6y^2}\cdot
-y\,dx\,dy \\ &=
6\left(\iint_R{y^2}\cdot
-y\,dx\,dy \right) - \iint_R{
-6y^2}\cdot -y\,dx\,dy \\
\end{align}$$ So I got $\int_
0^1\left(6(y)^2-6y^2\right)\,
dy$ Let $y=t^2$ to get
$\int_0^1{6t^4-6t^2}\,dt$
Now I got $\frac{1}{6}$
What am I doing wrong? A:
First off, to differentiate
your integrals with respect to
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y, you need to take out the
$dy$'s: \begin{align}
\iint_R6y^2dy \qquad\qquad
\iint_R6y^2dy \end{align}
Are the same thing, and you
need to use the $dy$ on the
limits of integration (which
are identical) Next, you need
to integrate over the given
$y$ values: \begin{align}
6\int_0^1y^2dy \qquad
\qquad \text{ NOT }\,\,\,
6\int_0^1(y)^2dy \end{align}
Again, same thing, you're
just missing the $dy$
55cdc1ed1c
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